
Benefits

Keep Data Access In Country
XQ geofences data access so that even if you data is stolen or shared, we can restrict access 
based on location. This keeps you compliant and protects from ransomware extortion.

Zero Trust Sharing From Your Cloud
Data segmentation transforms cloud data into a large and cost efficient zero trust storage 
service available, enabling compliance and sharing. XQ supports data portability between 
environments. Your data on the move stays safe.

Compliance 
XQ data rights management (DRM) crosses boundaries between environments and creates 
a unique secure chain of custody for each data object.

Challenges
File storage and sharing services can’t secure critical 
data from evolving threats 

XQ elevates your data storage to zero trust data access (ZTDA) by 
microsegmenting and encapsulating your data to control access both inside and 
outside your network, application or cloud.

XQ Vault
Keep Control of Your Sensitive & Regulated Files With Vault

Secure Microsoft OneDrive, Sharepoint, Google Drive, Fileshare and Cloud Storage
Stop ransomware and take control over who, when and where your data is viewed and shared
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1. More Breaches Happen By Trusting Third Parties with your Data

○ Organizations lose control of their private data to the applications, 
services and networks they use.

2. Organizations Risk Losses From Network Security & Governance

○ When data is moved or shared to a new environment, it loses its 
protective security measures and can’t be monitored.

3. No Control of Stolen or Shared Files

○ When data is stolen or shared there is no record or control over who, 
where, and when data is accessed, leaving the organization open to 
ransomware extortion, IP loss and fines. 

4. Governance & Compliance Complexity Slows Business 

○ Stringent privacy laws intensify the challenges of managing data across 
global platforms, especially in complex cloud environments. 

1. Universal File Security Across Every Environment

○ XQ guarantees the security and control of every file, eliminating gaps in 
data security found in current methods.

2. Use the Tools You Love, Without the Risk

○ By separating tool access from data access, XQ secures and controls 
your data across all platforms, eliminating any gaps in data governance.

3. Take Ransomware Extortion Off the Table 

○ XQ technology immediately blocks data access, anytime, anywhere – 
even in the hands of a malicious actor, guaranteeing your data cannot 
be exploited for extortion, giving you ultimate peace of mind.

4. Automated Governance & Compliance

○ Automated secrets management and data loss prevention provides a 
secure chain of custody for easy compliance on every data record.

The XQ Message Solution
Automated monitoring & control of every file’s data 
journey saves time and money
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Case Study: 
McGrathNicol

Challenges
McGrathNicol is a premiere forensic accounting firm located in 
Australia. McGrath has remediated over 500 ransomware breaches 
in the last year alone. They recognized that much of their time was 
spent establishing a chain of custody and that if that was protected 
in real time the ransomware threat could be largely prevented.

Features

Turn exfiltrated data into digital dust by destroying or 
suspending keys.

Visit XQ Message to 
purchase or start a Free 
Trial today. 

XQ Message
XQ makes it safe to use the apps you love.

XQ enhances your data transfer and storage by providing secure data 
custody, geo-fencing, and access policy enforcement for data 
sovereignty from the edge to the cloud. 

XQ also seamlessly integrates with other data storage services, 
enabling customers to maintain Essential 8, CMMC, GDPR, Healthcare, 
PCI, FERPA, and ITAR compliance without the need to migrate data 
from their existing environment.

Get started with XQ solutions

Remote Data Control

XQ data rights management (DRM) crosses 
boundaries between environments, enforcing 
jurisdictional policies and geofence data access. 

Data Sovereignty 

Solution
XQ's Zero-Trust Vault solved several problems:
1. How to ensure duty of care and intake data compliantly and 

safely during a breach
2. Prepare clients to avoid a ransomware incident
3. Give clients the tools to protect their data and reduce the impact 

in the case of a breach

Results
XQ Vault has become the standard McGrathNicol uses to data 
intake from their clients. Additionally, it has become part of the 
recommended stack they advise their clients to use to prevent 
ransomware. Currently, no breaches from XQ protected data have 
been reported.
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XQ is built on the NIST standard and provides proof of 
secure chain of custody for each data object for global 
compliance standards.

Simple Compliance

XQ secures Onedrive so you don’t have to worry about 
cyber attacks, credential theft and unauthorized sharing 
of data.

Microsoft OneDrive Integration

Reduce your blast radius to one. Data access 
credentials are unique to each data object, stopping 
lateral data access.

Ransomware
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